ACCELERATE YOUR SAP CAREER
Hello. I am Yves Bernaert, leading Accenture Technology in Europe.

So, why it is the best time for you to join? First as I say, SAP is in the New, but we continuously develop new assets that are industry-specific or are technology-specific. And in order to do that we have a very, very strong partnership with SAP, since 40 years.

When you join, you join an SAP community where everyone is working together to be successful, and as well, when we invest for our clients on our people it’s about developing the new skills, so it’s all about Interactive, Mobility, Analytics, Cloud, Security and more recently AI, External Reality and Blockchain, and all of those solutions in the New are part of SAP.

We have a very important program where we develop digital learning boards specifically on SAP so everyone can access anytime. As well we develop specific classroom training whether it is on SAP Leonardo, whether is in on S/4HANA, or it is on the SAP Cloud platform. We can do some carry and some proof of concepts at the Liquid Studio where we see the latest of the latest of the latest, so you can spend some time over there to learn, interact with client and then go and do other things on, on any project on SAP.

So, I encourage all of you to apply, come and meet us and join Accenture to make the best career possible on SAP. Thank you.
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